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refurbish and insulate. the complete solution from
i n s u l at e d h o m e s .
By far the most popular reason
that we upgrade a home is for
our customers to be warmer. Our
thick, premium, graphite-infused
poly works by trapping your heat
inside, keeping the home cosy
and warm. This allows you to have
your heating on less or to run it at
a lower temperature, which in turn
sees lower bills for you.
Our thick and strong system also
works to keep out heat on a hot day
too and helps to absorb sounds.
We have developed our system
over the years and know its success
comes from the fact that we don’t
scrimp on materials. We use a
premium grey poly underneath the
render that is thermally efficient
and we also add extra mesh at
vulnerable points like corners to
prevent damage.
When you have an installer quote
you for external wall insulation
you should remember there is no
set standard product or system,
so every company uses different
products and some are good and
some are not so good.
Recently though, as people have
become used to seeing homes
with External Wall Insulation, we
are installing simply because
people want their home to look
good and to know they don’t have
the endless bother and expense of
repairing ply and re-painting every
few years.
We can also refurbish your entire
park home and we can offer a
free design service included in
your survey. We install lightweight,
insulated Metrotile roofs, energy
efficient upvc windows and
doors, porches, extensions and
conservatories. We can remodel
interiors and even add finishing
touches to the outside of your

home such as a skirt, guttering, We’ve scored 99% in a customer
soffits and fascia.
satisfaction rating, won dozens
Insulated Homes is accredited of awards, provide a 25 year
by multiple organisations like guarantee plus an independent 10
Trustmark, NICEIC, the FCA and year insurance backed guarantee
Which? These companies check too, so you’ll know your home is in
either our business processes safe hands.
or our work to make sure we are
Call us on 01647 24599 to request
doing what we say we are.
a brochure or to book a free, noOur system has also been fire- obligation survey of your home.
safety checked specifically on
ply-constructed buildings like park
homes. We were awarded a rating
info@insulatedhomes.net
of 0, the highest rating achievable.
www.insulatedhomes.net

WHAT MAKES OUR SYSTEM DIFFERENT?

Small, premium graphite grey poly panels (never large sheets) are built
upwards from an aluminium starter rail in a staggered pattern. This poly is
attached to the home using steel, plastic coated screws (the white dots in
this picture) and any tiny gaps filled with fire-proof foam. The red strips you
can see in the foreground
are
the
strengthening
corners that are just about
to be carefully fitted to all
the homes corners and
edges (look carefully and
you’ll notice it next to the
conservatory door on the
left where it’s been fitted to
prevent damage). Render is
trowelled on over the poly
and a super strong mesh weave is carefully pressed into it and another coat
of thin render put on top. After a week to set hard (cure), a third layer of
silicone textured, coloured render is trowelled on top providing a tough,
durable transformation to the home.
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